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E&, Ez, and Eo transitions and pressure dependence in ordered Gao, Ino 5P
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We investigated theoretically the ordering-induced change of the E&, E2, and Eo transitions in
Cxao 5In05P using symmetry arguments and first-principles band-structure calculations. We show that
upon (111)superlattice ordering these transitions are altered dramatically —some states shift up in ener-

gy, some shift down, and new "ordering-induced" transitions, absent in the disordered phase, now be-
come allowed. Experimental observation of these changes could serve as new fingerprints of ordering.
We have also studied the pressure dependence of the energies of the X&, and L &, derived states in the or-
dered superlattice. The recent experimental observation of the "X&,-like" state at higher pressure is
identified as a mixture of the folded L &, and X&, states. A microscopic explanation is given.

I. INTRODUCTION

Spontaneous CuPt ordering of many III-V alloys, in-
cluding Ciao 5In05P, has been widely observed in vapor
phase growth on (001) substrates. ' This type of ordering
is known to cause a splitting at the valence-band max-
imum and a lowering of the fundamental band gap (the
Eo transition) relative to the random alloy. Extensive
theoretical and experimental work has been car-
ried out to study the ordering-induced effects on the
lowest direct Eo transition at I . In this work we focus
on ordering-induced changes in the higher-energy transi-
tions E&, E2, and Eo in Gao 5Ino 5P. In the disordered
zinc-blende III-V semiconductors alloys (see below), the
E, transition' (A4„~,~A6, ) comes from pairs of states
along the A line in a region near L, the E2 transition'
(X7„~X6,) comes from pairs of states in a region close to
X, and the Eo transition' (I s„+-+I 7, ) comes from pairs
of states in a region close to I . For disordered
Gao 5Ino 5P, the E„E2,and Eo transitions are measured
at about' 3.3, 5.1, and 4.8 eV, respectively. In this work,
we follow the evolution of these states from the disor-
dered alloy to the ordered structures. We first use sym-
metry consideration and then apply first-principles band
theory, thus obtaining quantitative evaluations. We show
that, upon ordering, these transitions are altered
dramatically —some states shift up in energy, some shift
down, and new ordering-induced transitions, absent in
the disordered phase, now become allowed. Experimen-
tal observation of these changes could serve as new
fingerprints of ordering. Our results compare well with
recent experimental data. "' We have also studied the
positions of the J&,- and L&, -derived states in the or-
dered superlattice and found that they are unchanged rel-
ative to the disordered alloy at zero pressure. The experi-
mentally observed "X„-like" state at higher pressure' is
identified here as a mixture of the folded L„and X„
states.

perlattice Brillouin zone. Those folded states that have
the same superlattice symmetry can couple to each other
by the difference between the superlattice and disordered
alloy potential. This coupling potential has both a chem-
ical piece (given by the difference in atomic potentials of
the undistorted systems) and a structural piece (given by
displacements caused by the atomic size difference). This
coupling can lead to an energy-level shift and to splitting
of those states that were degenerate in the (higher-
symmetry) zinc-blende alloy. For CuPt superlattice or-
dering (i.e., monolayer alternation along [ill]), the unit
cell of the ordered structure is twice as large as the zinc-
blende cell, so its Brillouin zone (Fig. 1) is half that of the
zinc-blende zone. Consequently, two zinc-blende k
points fold into a single k point in the CuPt Brillouin
zone. Denoting superlattice states by an overbar, and
showing in parentheses the zinc-blende state from which
they evolve (using single space-group notations), we now
distinguish the following folded states in a (111)-ordered
superlat tice.

(a) Along the [111] ordering direction the A line be-
tween I and L», l2 and the line between L,» and

L&&&/2 both fold into the same superlattice I -Z line,
denoted as a in Fig. 1. The symmetry at the I (I ) point
is reduced from Td in zinc-blende alloy to C3, in the
CuPt superlattice, hence the threefold-degenerate
(neglecting spin degeneracy) I,5 states split into twofold-
degenerate I 3 and single I

&
states. The symmetry of the

other points on this line (C3„ the same as the I point) is

D (X)

OPZ
I

]K7

I

II. SYMMETRY CONSIDERATION

When a zinc-blende disordered alloy forms an ordered
superlattice, its band structure folds into the smaller su-

FIG. 1. Brillouin zone of the CuPt-ordered superlattice.
High-symmetry superlattice points (solid dots) are denoted by
an overbar. The corresponding zinc-blende points are given in
parentheses.
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not reduced, so no further splitting occurs.
(b) The three other zinc-blende A lines connecting I

with L', where L* denotes 7rla(111), 7rla(111), and
7r/a (111)points, all fold into three symmetry-equivalent
superlattice I Dl-ines, denoted as P in Fig. 1. The C3„
symmetry along this zinc-blende A line is reduced in the
superlattice to C„hence the doubly degenerate A& state
splits into P& and Pz, while the L3 state splits into D, and
D2 states. The zinc-blende L»& —X line also folds into
the same P line. Thus the doubly degenerate X5 state
also splits into D

&
and D2 states.

(c) The three zinc-blende b. lines connecting I with X
fold into other three symmetry-equivalent superlattice
I -D lines, denoted as y in Fig. 1. The C4, symmetry
along this zinc-blende 6 line is reduced in the superlattice
to C„hence the doubly degenerate h5 state splits into y,
and y2 states. The zinc-blende L», -L lines also fold
into the y' lines.

With these definitions of folding relations, it is now
possible to draw an analogy between the E„E2,and Ep

transitions in the zinc-blende disordered alloy and in the
CuPt-ordered superlattice, namely

E)(A4„5„~A6,)~E;[P3 (A3 )~P3,(A„)]

E i [P4.«3. ) P3.«i, ))

E; [a4„5„(A3„)~a6,(A„)],

E2 (X7„~X6,)~E3 [y 3,(X5„)~y3, (X„)]

states also repel each other, lowering the energy of
I „(I„) and raising the energy of I „(L„). These
repulsions lower the Ep transition energy relative to the
disordered zinc-blende alloy. (A more detailed discussion
on the Eo transition can be found elsewhere. ' ) A similar
level repulsion exists between the I 3,(I », ) and I 3 (L3 )

states, lowering the energy of I 3,(I », ) and raising the
energy of I 3, (L3, ). This is expected to reduce the Eo
transition energy [Eq. (3)].

(b) Along the K line (Fig. 2), strong repulsions exist be-
tween the two folded a3, (A3„) states and the two

a„(A&, ) states. These repulsions move the energy of the
lower branch down and the energy of the higher branch
up. The repulsion could be very large at the Z point,
where the corresponding folded zinc-blende states are de-
generate. This repulsion can significantly change the E,
transition along this line.

(c) At the D point, the valence-band repulsion occurs
between folded D, (X5„) and D, (L 3, ) states having the
same symmetry (Figs. 3 and 4). This repulsion is expect-
ed to raise the energy of D„(L3„)and to lower the energy
of D„(X5,). In the conduction band the three D&, (L„),
D„(X„),and D„(X3,) states can couple to each other.
The coupling between these states is expected to lower
the energy of the D „(L„)state and raise the energy of
the D„(X3,) state. Near D the repulsions along the p
line (Fig. 3) are similar to that at D These r.epulsions are
expected to lower the E&(p) transition energies [Eq. (1)]
and raise the Ez transition energies [Eq. (2)]. The repul-
sion along the y line (Fig. 4) near D is expected to be
strong since the two folded I &, -X&, and L&, -L&, cross
each other. This could have large effects on the E2 tran-
sition.

E2[y4. (X5.)~y3, ( &, )1, (2)
III. BAND-STRUCTURE CALCULATION

E,'(r„r„) E,'[r„,„(r„„) r„(r„,)]
E [I „(I",„) l, (I, , )] . (3)

We see that the E& alloy transition splits into at least
three transitions: two that evolve from the p-folded A3„-
split states, and one that corresponds to the cz-folded
state. The Ez alloy transition splits into two X5„-split
components, while the Ep transition splits into two 1,5, -

split components.
Having established the mapping between the alloy and

superlattice E&, E2, and Ep transitions, we next evaluate
whether ordering raises or lowers the corresponding tran-
sition energies. For this purpose, we use single space-
group notations. The direction of the energy-level shift
can be predicted by recognizing that folded states with
the same symmetry repel each other so that the lowest
(highest) moves to yet lower (higher) energies. The main
repelling states are as follows.

(a) At I, the I 3„(l &5, ) and I 3,(L3, ) states repel each
other, raising the energy of I 3,(I,5„) and lowering the
energy of r3„(L3„). Similarly, the I „(I„)and I „(L„)

Quantitative evaluations of the degree of level shifts re-
quire band-structure calculations. Using the first-
principles linear augmented plane-wave (LAPW)
method' within the local-density-functional formalism
(LDA), ' we have calculated the energy-level shift of ful-

ly ordered Gap 5In95P. Spin-orbit coupling is included.
Energies of spin-split states (due to the lack of inversion
symmetry in the system) along the low-symmetry lines (P
and y) are averaged. The LDA errors in the band gap
are corrected approximately using the method of Ref. 2.
Since we are primarily concerned with the relative energy
differences of the same zinc-blende-derived states with
different degrees of ordering, we expect that the LDA er-
ror will largely cancel in this comparison. The Ep transi-
tion energy for the random alloy is obtained by averaging
over the Ep transitions of more than 20 configurations.
For the random common-anion Gap 5Inp 5P system we
find that this Ep energy is only 0.04 eV smaller than the
average of the Ep transition energies of GaP and InP de-
formed to the same lattice constant of the disordered al-
loy. Thus, for the other transitions we simply take the
average values of GaP and InP evaluated at the alloy lat-
tice constant. The uncertainty due to this approximation
is expected to be less than 0.05 eV. Our calculations are
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(a) Disordered (b) Ordered

I r 1 ( I I

-. L3c

2

L,„

X5

FICx. 4. Calculated fully relativistic band
structure of GaosInosP along the y line. (a)
For the disordered alloy. The dashed lines are
the zinc-blende L»& —L * states folded to the
smaller CuPt Brillouin zone. (b} For the fully
ordered alloy. The LDA error is not corrected
in the plot. The symmetry labels for the lines
are single space-group notations. The posi-
tions of the direct E2 and Eo transitions are in-
dicated in the 6gure.

r„„(r„,) r„{r„)
ps, (A3, )+ p3, (A„)
P4. (&3.)~P3.(&i, )

a4, s, (A3, )~+6,(A), )

a4, s, {L3,)~(76,{Ll,)

y3, (Xs, )~y3, (XI, )

y4. (Xs. )~y3, (Xl, )

r,.„(r„,) r„(r„,)
r6.{res, )~r6.(rrs, )

Pseudodirect transitions

Eo(g)
El{q)
El(q)
E (.)

Ep(g)
E2b(g)
Eo"(g)
Eo' (g)

E {0)—0.32'
[E)(0)+Br ] —0. 16g2
E l (0)—0.22m]

El(0)—0.30'
E,(0)+0.4&q'
E (0)+0 05'
[E~(0)+ A~]+0.08''
Eo(0)—0. 15'
Eo (0)—0.09'

r4, s (rls )~r6 (L&
r6 (rls )~r6 (L 1 )

r,'.{r„,) r„(L„)::.( .')- .'( .')
D4, (L3, )~D3,(X„}

E„I{g)
E«('g)
E;,(q)
E~I.(q)
EI.x(n)

ErL (0)+0.17'
E„,(o)+o.23''
[Erl (0)+ho]+0. 33q2

EgL (0)—o. 14'
El~{0)—0.04'

TABLE I. Predicted direct Eo, E&, E&, and Eo transition en-
ergies and some pseudodirect transition energies in partially or-
dered CxaosInosP as functions of ordering parameter q. The
symmetry point label with an overbar denotes states in the CuPt
Brillouin zone (Fig. 1), while the symbol in parentheses is the
parent zinc-blende states. In the disordered alloy
E1{g ) El +~L& 2{9 0) E2+~X a d EI L{g
=E«(0)+ho, where AL, 6» and ho (0.09, 0.07, and 0.10 eU,
respectively) are spin-orbit splittings at L, X, and I, respective-
ly. The energy-level differences E&L (0), E&L{0),and El&(0}for
the disordered alloy are not accurately determined experimen-
tally. They are estimated (Refs. 10, 13, and 17) to be about 2.2,
5.0, and 3.4 eU, respectively. The + sign in the last column
means that ordering raises the energy, while the —sign means
that it lowers the energy relative to the disordered alloy. The
pseudodirect transitions are dipoie forbidden in the disordered
alloy. Energies are in eV.

Energy

dered superlattice are above the corresponding I », —I „
energy difference in the disordered alloy. Taking into ac-
count the crystal-field splitting and the spin-orbit split-
ting at the top of valence band, we denote the three E~l
transitions as

Er~[r4., s. (ris. )~r6, «i, )l

ErL, [r6.(res. ) r6, «i, )]

E;,[r',„(r„„) r„(r.„)].

(4)

Assuming'" that for disordered Gao 5Ino 5P alloy the en-
ergy difference E„I between I 8, and I-« is 2.20 eV, we
find that in the ful/y ordered superlattice the pseudo-
direct transitions E~L occur at 2.37 eV, the transition
E~I from the crystal field split-off band at 2.43 eV, and
Ei-I from the spin-orbit split-off band at 2.63 eV.

(v) Relative to the Eo transition in the disordered al-
loy, the Eo" transition energy in fully ordered
Gao sino sP [Fig. 4(b)] is lowered by 0.15 eV, while the
Eo' transition energy is lowered by 0.09 eV. These ener-

gy lowerings are due mainly to crystal-field splitting in
the two corresponding states.

(vi) For the D„states (Figs. 3 and 4), we find strong
repulsion only between the I.&,

- and X3,-derived states,
having large cation s character. The energy of the X„-
derived state is found to be essentially unaffected (to
within 0.02 eV) by the ordering, since X„ is an anion s
and cation p state. We find that, relative to the disor-
dered alloy, the Ez transition energy in fully ordered
Gao &Ino sP [Figs. 3(b) and 4(b)] is increased by 0.05 eV,
while the E2 transition energy is increased by 0.15 eV
(0.08 eV relative to E2+bx, where 6~=0.07 eV is the
calculated spin-orbit splitting of the X5„state). Ordering
also leads to a weak E2-like transition
Exl [D3„(Xs,)~D3,(L„)]in a region near D [Figs. 3(b)
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and 4(b)]. For the fully ordered superlattice, this EXL
transition is 0.14 eV 1ower than the X7„—I.6, energy
difference in the disordered alloy.

(vii) The E, transition in the ordered superlattice
splits into E; and E, components on the P lines (Fig. 3)
and the EI component on the cx line along the ordering
direction (Fig. 2). We find that, relative to the disordered
alloy, the E', transition energies of the fully ordered su-
perlattice are lowered by 0.07 eV (0.16 eV relative to
E, +XI, where EL =0.09 eV is the calculated spin-orbit
splitting of the L3„state), and the E i transition energy is
lowered by 0.22 eV. There is also the weak, zinc-blende-
forbidden Ei-like transition ELx[D4, (L3„)~D3,(X„)]in
a region near D [Figs. 3(b) and 4(b)], which is 0.04 eV
lower than the I.4, 5„—X6, energy difference in the disor-
dered alloy. The shape of the band structure along the
ordering direction (a) changed drastically due to the
strong repulsion between the coupling states near the
band edge. Inspection of the band structure of the fully
ordered Gao 5Ino 5P superlattice [Fig. 2(b)] shows that the
dominant E; transition occurs between the lower branch
of a45, (A3„) and the lower branch of a6, (A„) near Z.
The wave functions for these two branches are more lo-
calized on the GaP sublattice. The other two comple-
mentary branches are more localized on the InP sublat-
tice. Relative to the disordered alloy, this dominant E&
transition is 0.30 eV lower than the E& transition in the
disordered alloy. There are also other weak EI-type tran-
sitions along this direction. For example, the E, transi-
tion comes from states near I between the lower branch
of a~ 5„(A3, ) and the higher branch of a6, (Ai, ) [Fig.
2(b)]. It has a transition energy 0.41 eV higher than the
EI transition in the disordered alloy. This transition is
weak because it has small joint density of state, and the
pairs of the transition states are localized on different
sublattice.

(viii) For partially ordered samples (0 ~ i) ~ 1, where il
is the ordering parameter) we can use the theory of Ref.
3, which predicts approximately that the dependence of
transition energies on ordering is given by

2.3—

X „(-2.1)

2.1—
—(2)
DI,

perpendicular to the ordering direction, while E I and E
&

are allowed for both parallel and perpendicular polariza-
tions. Their intensities depend on ratio between the
crystal-Geld splitting and the spin-orbit splitting. ' '

The EI energy lowering in ordered Gap 5Inp5P has
been observed before. " Recently, Alsina et al. ' mea-
sured the energy shift of the EI transition in Gap 5Inp 5P
as a function of the CuPt ordering parameter (derived
from the Eo band-gap reduction ) and light polarization.
They found two transitions, both decreasing in energy
when the degree g of ordering increases from zero. The
measured slopes [g of Eq. (6)] of E~j and E, versus Eo are
0.63 and 1.11, respectively. These results are in good
agreement with our calculated values if we assign E I as a
mixture of E I and E„and assign E, as E;. Similar con-
clusions are reached by Alsina et al. '

The position of the X„-derived states in the ordered
superlattice was the subject of a recent experiment by
Uchida et al. , ' who performed pressure-dependent pho-
toluminescence in both ordered and disordered
Gap 5Inp 5P. By linearly extrapolating from high-pressure
data (beyond the direct-indirect transition) they conclud-
ed that at zero pressure the energy of the Xl, -derived
state in the ordered alloy is lowered by the same amount
as the I i, (l i, ) state. Since the lowering of the X„-
derived state is not expected in CuPt ordering (having L
but not X folding into I'), they suggest that the lowering
of the X&, energy is a fingerprint of the presence of a
non-CuPt ordering (e.g. , the F2 structure) in the sample.
This conclusion is not supported by the present calcula-

E;(il)=E;(0)+[E;(1)—E;(0)]i)

where E;(1) and E;(0) are the transition energies of fully
ordered and perfectly disordered alloys, respectively. A
more accurate transition-energy dependence on the or-
dering parameter requires explicit treatment of coupling
between crystal-field splitting and the spin-orbit split-
ting. ' For all transitions discussed above, the predicted
transition energies as function of ordering parameter g
are given in Table I.

(ix) Since all the transition energies are approximately
quadratic functions of g, the ratio

1.9—
L i, (1.5)

1.8— Pp

I

20 40
I

60

Pressure (kbar)

bQ

20 —
( 02)

I

80 100

g;~(g) =[E;(i1)—E;(0)]l[EJ(i))—EJ.(0)] (6)

between the ordering-induced changes of transitions i and
j is approximately a constant. For example, the slopes g
of E;, E &, E &, and E, versus Ep are calculated to be 0.50,
0.69, 0.94, and —1.28, respectively. Note that the E',
and EI transitions are nonzero only for light polarized

FIG. 5. Calculated pressure dependence of the energy levels—(I) —(2)of D &, and D &, states of the fully ordered Gao 5Ino 5P structure.
The numbers in parentheses are the calculated deformation po-
tentials (in meV/kbar) at zero pressure and at Po =35 kbar. The
dashed line indicates linear extrapolation to zero pressure.
Note the anticrossing and the ensuing changes of wave-function
character with pressure.
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tion, since the application of linear extrapolation at low
pressure is inappropriate when avoided crossing exists:
The folded D&,(X„)and D„(L„)states have the same
symmetry. The mixing of the two states is small at zero
pressure. However, as pressure is applied, the di6'erence
in their deformation potentials (positive for L &„negative
for X&, ) causes the D&, (L&, ) state to move up in energy
while the D&, (X&, ) state moves down in energy. When
the two D &, states come close to each other, anticrossing
causes a large wave-function mixing between them.
Hence, linear extrapolating of the high-pressure data will
lead to a zero-pressure energy much lower than the ener-

gy of the actual D&,(X„)state. To test this point quanti-
tatively, we used the LAPW method to calculate the en-
ergy levels of D „and D as functions of pressure (Fig.(i) (2)

5). At zero pressure, D&, is a zinc-blende L„-derived)

state (with some X3, character). The calculated deforma-
tion potential for the fully ordered sample is + 1.5
meV/kbar. The DP' state is a pure X„state with a nega-
tive deformation potential of —2. 1 meV/kbar. As the
pressure increases, anticrossing causes the two D &, states
to change character: D &, becomes more X&, like, while(i)

DP' becomes more L&, like. At Po=35 kbar (the ob-
served direct-indirect crossover pressure' ), the calculat-
ed deformation potential is —0.2 meV/kbar, close to the
experimental value' of —0.5 meV/kbar. Using this
slope, linear extrapolation to zero pressure (shown as the
dashed line in Fig. 5) gives an energy of 1.97 eV, i.e., 0.22
eV lower than the actual energy of the D&, (X&, ) state (at
about 2.19 eV in Fig. 5). This extrapolated state at 1.97
eV should not be confused with the actual X„state at
2.19 eV. The latter, as we said above, is practically un-
shifted relative to the X„state in the disorderd alloy.

This result is consistent with our argument above. Thus,
the experimental data' cannot be used to support the ex-
istence of non-CuPt (F2) ordering in the experimental
sample. We see from Fig. 5 that if the experiment' was
extended to higher pressure ( & 100 kbar), linear extrapo-
lation would be more accurate.

IV. SUMMARY

We have performed a quantitative theoretical study of
the ordering-induced e6'ects on high-energy E&, E2, and
Eo transitions using symmetry arguments and first-
principles band-structure calculations. We find that upon
ordering these transitions are altered dramatically—
some states shift up in energy, some shift down, and new
ordering-induced transitions, absent in the disordered
phase now become allowed. Experimental observation of
these changes could serve as new fingerprints of ordering.
Our results compare well with recent experimental data.
We have also studied the positions of the X&,- and I,„-
derived states in the ordered superlattice, and found that
the superlattice is unchanged relative to the disordered
alloy at zero pressure. The experimentally observed
"X&,-like" state at higher pressure is identified as a mix-
ture of the folded L, &, and X„states.
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